Trypanosoma cruzi: Impact of dual-clone infections on parasite biological properties in BALB/c mice.
Herein, we have analyzed major biological properties following dual-clone Trypanosoma cruzi infections in BALB/c mice. Eight T. cruzi clonal stocks, two of each principal genotype, including genotype 19 and 20 (T. cruzi I), hybrid genotype 39 (T. cruzi) and 32 (T. cruzi II) were combined into 24 different dual-clone infections. Special attention was given to characterize biological parameters assayed including: prepatent period, patent period, maximum of parasitemia, day of maximum parasitemia, area under the parasitemia curve, infectivity, mortality, and hemoculture positivity. Our findings clearly demonstrated that features resultant of dual-clone infections of T. cruzi clonal stocks did not display either the characteristics of the corresponding monoclonal infections or the theoretical mixture based on the respective monoclonal infections. Significant changes in the expected values were observed in 4.2-79.2% of the mixtures considering the eight biological parameters studied. A lower frequency of significant differences was found for mixtures composed by phylogenetically distant clonal stocks. Altogether, our data support our hypothesis that mixed T. cruzi infections have a great impact on the biological properties of the parasite in the host and re-emphasizes the importance of considering the possible occurrence of natural mixed infections in humans and their consequences on the biological aspects of ongoing Chagas' disease.